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INDULGE YOUR
WANDERLUST
Ø

Stay in historic, top-of-the-line hotels

Ø

Cruise Ha Long Bay aboard a restored Chinese
junk (traditional boat)

Ø

Enjoy a special private Lao welcome ceremony and
dance performance

Ø

Witness dawn Buddhist alms oﬀering in
Luang Prabang

Ø

Participate in a Vietnamese cooking class
and tasting

Ø

Discover traditional ways of life while navigating
the Mekong Delta

Ø

Visit the outlying temples and villages near Angkor

Ø

Tour with an expert on Southeast Asian history
and culture

BUDDHIST CULTURES, ART, TRIBAL PEOPLES, RIVER
CRUISE, CEREMONIES AND PERFORMANCES, UNESCO
SITES, ANGKOR WAT, DELUXE ACCOMMODATIONS
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia—old French Indochina—are culturally linked, yet remarkably
distinct. This amalgam offers the traveler unsurpassed richness and diversity as each country hosts
its own particular abundance of cultural treasures and natural beauty. On this trip you’ll gain
insight into these different cultures through the superb interpretation offered by our Tour Leaders
as well as through connecting with friendly locals directly as they go about their day-to-day lives.
On this itinerary, you will visit the region’s most important cities such as Luang Prabang, Hanoi,
and Saigon, as well as hidden treasures like Hué, Hoi An and Cu Chi. The journey culminates in
an exploration of Angkor in Cambodia—on par with the pyramids of Egypt as a testament to the
greatness of a continent’s lost empire. Throughout the journey, enjoy fascinating experiences such
as a traditional baci welcome ceremony, a cruise in Ha Long Bay aboard a traditional Chinese
junk and a visit to an elephant conservation area. Deluxe accommodations are used throughout,
allowing you to relax and explore in style.

TRAVEL SOLO

BOOK EARLY. BOOK OFTEN.

We have progressive policies for solo travelers joining
our small group trips.

Reward your travel addiction with 5% discounts for
early bookings and repeat travelers on small group trips.
For details visit atj.com/group-trips.

For details visit atj.com/group-trips.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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TRIP OVERVIEW

Iconic Angkor Wat

DAY 1 SAIGON (HO CHI MINH CITY), VIETNAM
Welcome to Vietnam. Upon arrival, you will be met and transferred to
our hotel with the evening free to relax or explore.
Overnight at the Le Meridien Hotel
Situated in the heart of Ho Chi Minh City along side the Saigon River, the Le
Meridien Saigon Hotel is sleek, contemporary and unexpected. Unique art pieces
evoking Vietnam’s rich cultural heritage are found throughout the hotel and in the
spacious guest rooms.

DAY 2 CU CHI / SAIGON
Take an excursion into the countryside to Cu Chi, where the famous
Viet Cong tunnels are located. Starting in the 1940s, this hand-dug
network of tunnels offered refuge for the under-ground resistance
movement against the French and later the Americans. The massive
system of tunnels stretched over 75 miles underground, from Saigon to
the Cambodian frontier.
Those who wish to can descend into the tunnels to gain a firsthand view
of the terrible conditions faced by the Viet Cong who lived here. This
excursion provides insightful lessons into how the tenacious Vietnamese
won their last three wars against formidable powers with vastly superior
technology.
On the scenic drive through the countryside, see people at work in
their rice paddies and visit a local village that makes rice paper used to
prepare spring rolls.
Then return to Saigon to explore the city. Saigon is the economic
powerhouse of this rapidly developing country, featuring grand
boulevards, central squares and riverfront shops. Though you can still
experience some of old Asia, Saigon is a new Asian boomtown and its
inhabitants are poised to embrace the modern advances of the
21st century.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742

Enjoy a walking tour to visit the highlights of downtown or District One
as it is also known. View some of the impressive colonial era structures
including Notre Dame Cathedral and the General Post Office, the
latter of which was designed by Gustave Eiffel. Tour Reunification Hall,
historically known as Independence Palace, the former nerve center of
the war for South Vietnam. Still largely maintaining its 1970s décor, the
palace rooms are surprisingly spartan. The dank, reinforced basement
has large-scale maps, communications equipment and tunnels. Lastly,
explore the touching War Remnants Museum, containing poignant
reminders of the war. End the day with a visit to the colorful Ben
Thanh Market.
This evening, reconvene for dinner at a favorite local restaurant.
Overnight at the Le Meridien Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 3 MEKONG DELTA / CAI BE / VINH LONG
After an early breakfast, depart on an approximately three-hour drive to
the Mekong Delta to board an authentic junk, the Cai Be Princess, for a
full-day excursion on the water.
Start with a visit to Cai Be to see its colorful floating market. Then stop
in on a few village homes where enterprising locals run small “factories”
producing goods such as rice paper, coconut candies and dried fruit,
including the delectable longan berry, which looks like a pearl encased
in a nut.
Re-board the boat and proceed to Dong Phu, Binh Hoa Phuoc and
the An Binh islands, seldom-visited enclaves that offer rich insight into
traditional life in the Delta. Lunch will be at a fruit orchard where a local
family welcomes us with freshly-brewed green tea. After a delicious lunch
of homemade specialties, take a short walk through their orchard.
Return to the boat for a cruise through more beautiful waterways of the
delta, observing rural life on the shores. Upon returning to Cai Be, we
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route. At the 1,500-foot Hai Van Pass—known as “Pass of the Ocean
Clouds”—the mountains meet the South China Sea and the views are
spectacular. Stop for cool drink at Lan Cao, before descending into Da
Nang for a delicious lunch.
Explore the fascinating open-air Cham Museum in Da Nang. This small
museum amply documents the elegant monuments sculptures of the
little-known Cham culture that was displaced by the more vigorous Viets.
Time permitting, also stop for a walk on China Beach, formerly an R&R
base for US soldiers.
Arrive in Hoi An, a beautiful UNESCO World Heritage town, and our
lovely resort to settle in. This evening is free to explore on your own. For
hundreds of years Hoi An was the country’s busiest port and attracted
traders, and influences, from China, Japan and Europe. Wandering the
streets transports you to another age.
Overnight at Hotel Royal Hoi An (B,L)
Located on the banks of the Thu Bon River in Hoi An’s old center, the Hotel Royal
is a perfect blend of historical charm and modernity. Its refined Art Nouveau-inspired
design melds seamlessly with the spectacular views of the river and ancient town out
every window.
Daily life in Vietnam.

DAY 6 HOI AN / MY SON

will be transferred back to our hotel for some time to relax or explore
Saigon independently.

Rise early this morning and set out for the Cham ruins of My Son,
recently classified a World Heritage site by UNESCO. Located in a
beautiful, green valley surrounded by impressive mountains, the ruins are
the largest and most intact remains of the ancient Kingdom of Champa
in Vietnam. If you’d prefer to sleep in, enjoy a relaxing morning on your
own in Hoi An.

We will reconvene for dinner at a favorite restaurant.
Overnight at the Le Meridien Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 4 SAIGON / HUÉ

Reconvene for lunch, followed by a tour of Hoi An’s Japanese Covered
Bridge, the Tang Ky House and the Fukhien Association Assembly Hall.
Then climb aboard a riverboat to see the city from a different vantage
point and visit a quaint boat-building village.

This morning, fly to Hué, Vietnam’s ancient imperial capital. Now a
UNESCO World Heritage site, Hué houses a staggering collection of
dynastic cultural treasures.
Upon arrival, first visit the Citadel and the vast, ancient Forbidden
Purple City to glimpse the excesses of the decadent dynastic rulers. After
lunch, continue exploring the city with a visit to the Royal Tomb of Tu
Duc, surrounded by vast, well-tended botanical gardens and beautiful
open-air pavilions. Some emperors were so concerned about their graves
being violated that, upon completion of the tomb, all of the thousands
of workers who built them were put to death so as not to divulge the
exact location of the body.

This evening, join a fun, informal cooking class with personal friends of
ours. They will introduce us to the traditional methods and ingredients
used in Vietnamese cuisine. Savor your own creations for dinner.
Overnight at Hotel Royal Hoi An (B,L,D)

This afternoon, also visit Thien Mu Pagoda, one of Vietnam’s oldest and
most beautiful Buddhist temples. In a corner of the grounds, note the
aged, pale blue Morris automobile, which transported a local monk to
Saigon, where he immolated himself in 1963 in protest against the antiBuddhist laws of the Ngo Dinh Diem regime.
Overnight at La Résidence Hotel and Spa (B,L,D)
This graceful French-colonial mansion located on the banks of the Perfume River is
the city’s premier address. It boasts majestic fin-de-siècle architecture and interiors of
refined art-deco splendor.

DAY 5 HUÉ / HOI AN
This morning, continue exploring the city with a visit to the Royal
Tombs of Minh Mang and Khai Dinh. Then begin the drive south to
Da Nang, passing through some of Vietnam’s most beautiful scenery en

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742

French-colonial La Résidence in Hué
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DAY 7 HOI AN / HANOI

After lunch, visit the Temple of Literature, the site of Vietnam’s first
university and a shrine for Confucian worship founded in the year 1066.
We will also stop by the Hoa Lo Prison Museum, better known as “the
Hanoi Hilton.” Built by the French to house Vietnamese revolutionaries,
it was later used to house and interrogate captured American POWS
during the Vietnam War (known locally as the “American War”).

This morning, transfer to the airport in Da Nang for the flight to Hanoi.
After checking into our hotel, reconvene for a late lunch. After checking
into our hotel, reconvene for a late lunch.
After lunch, enjoy an electric car ride through Hanoi’s Old Quarter;
a network of narrow alleys and shop houses also known as “The 36
Streets.” This is a wonderful place to observe local life and peruse items
from fabrics to crafts to exotic medicines. In this part of town each
colorful street is devoted to a particular craft or ware. You’ll be amongst
the quaint French buildings alone Shoe Street, Silk Street and Banner
Street (to name just a few), ending at historic Hoan Kiem Lake, the
social center of Hanoi.

This evening enjoy a traditional water puppet performance, followed by
dinner at a local restaurant.
Overnight Sofitel Legend Metropole Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 9 HA LONG BAY

The rest of the afternoon is free to explore the city on your own, relax at
the hotel or do some shopping.
Dinner will be on your own tonight, offering opportunities to sample one
of Hanoi’s many fine restaurants.
Overnight Sofitel Legend Metropole Hotel (B,L)

After breakfast, depart on the approximately four hour journey northeast
of Hanoi to the famous and magnificent Ha Long Bay, a UNESCO
Natural World Heritage site, arriving at Hong Gai International
Harbour around noon. This area serves as the embarkation point
for magnificent Ha Long Bay. Legend holds that the 3,000 limestone
pinnacles scattered throughout the Gulf of Tonkin were created by a
dragon’s tail as it slipped into the sea.
Upon arrival, transfer to your traditional Vietnamese styled boat for a
join-in overnight cruise through the limestone cliffs and emerald waters
of Ha Long Bay, providing a chance to take in the stunning scenery.
While on board you will be served a delicious lunch as you cruise into
Bai Tu Long Bay followed by an afternoon exploration of this amazing
area. Your boat will cruise to Vung Dang-Cong Dam area where you
can relax on a white sandy beach or go kayaking through the mysterious
karst mountains. When the sun sets, your junk will drop anchor for the
night near Tra San.

Boasting classical white façade, green shutters, original wrought iron detail and a lush
courtyard, this hotel is one of the region’s few remaining French-colonial structures.
Elegant architecture and sophisticated service combine for an unparalleled experience.

After you return to your boat you can refresh yourself in their mineral
water pool, or utilize their fitness room, spa or massage facilities
before dinner.
Please note that the sailing agenda while on Ha Long Bay is subject
to change based on factors including, but not limited to weather,
governmental shipping/docking traffic control and your captain’s
discretion. Government regulations further require that boats moor for
the night in predetermined locations.
Overnight on board the Dragon Legend Boat (B,L,D)
Hanoi

DAY 8 HANOI
Our day will begin with a visit Ho Chi Minh’s lovely wooden house on
stilts and learn of his central role in the birth of modern Vietnam. Other
sights this morning include the One Pillar Pagoda.
Next visit Hanoi’s Museum of Ethnology via a stop to walk along Thanh
Nien Street where a small monument dates the shooting down of John
McCain’s jet. The Museum of Ethnology features informative profiles
of the country’s 54 distinct ethnic groups. First opened in 1997, the
museum proudly showcases Vietnam’s diverse cultures that have shaped
and continue to influence Vietnam’s identity. Craft Link, a non-profit
organization specializing in the production of quality handicrafts from
Vietnam’s many ethnic groups, has a shop on site.
Lunch will be at a good local restaurant.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742

Named and designed after an authentic Chinese junk, the original Red Dragon Junk
plied the rivers, seas and harbors of the Far East, from Singapore to northern China. As
soon as you board the Red Dragon, you will be surrounded by richly detailed woodwork
handmade by Vietnamese artisans. Whether you are relaxing in the comfort of your own
cabin, lounging on the spacious sun deck, or dining in the cozy restaurant, this is an
experience you will never forget.

DAY 10 HA LONG BAY / LUANG PRABANG, LAOS
At 06:30 AM start a new day with a Tai Chi demonstration on the sundeck. Then enjoy a cup of tea or coffee while taking in the morning’s
fresh air and beautiful view of the bay’s landscape.
Cruising back to Cong Do, stop and explore the well-hidden Thien
Canh Son Cave or, if you prefer, go swimming and kayaking at Thien
Canh Son Beach.
Enjoy a buffet brunch before arriving back to shore around noon. We
will then drive back to the airport in Hanoi to catch our flight to
Luang Prabang.
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rounds. The giving of alms represents a symbiotic exchange in which
rice sustains the monks’ bodies, and the monks’ prayers nourish the spirit
of those giving the rice. In late childhood, nearly all Laotian boys spend
time as a monkhood, living in a monastery and studying Buddhism.
Please note this is an ancient, sacred ritual to be observed at a respectful
distance and in silence.
Walking back to the hotel, wander through the colorful vegetable
and fruit market before reconvening for breakfast. We will then drive
to the Elephant Park Project, located just outside of Luang Prabang
along the Nam Khan River. This unspoiled valley is one of the most
beautiful in the area. Although historically known as the “Land of a
Million Elephants,” Laos is gradually losing its most treasured animals
to human encroachment. The Elephant Park Project is investing
in community-based eco-programs in Luang Prabang to give Lao
elephants a new home. As forests disappear, the elephants that used
to log them have become neglected. The aim of the project is to
give these elephants a brighter future. So far, several elephants have
been freed from logging work and given a new home in the park.
Experienced mahouts (trainers and care-givers) and veterinarians help
the elephants adapt to their new environment.

Monks on their alms rounds, Luang Prabang, Laos

After checking into our hotel we will reconvene for dinner at a favorite
local restaurant.
Overnight at the Sofitel Luang Prabang Hotel (B,L,D) – Luang Prabang
A luxurious oasis situated in a scenic river valley that was once the royal capital
of Laos, the Sofitel Luang Prabang Hotel offers a spectrum of authentic cultural
experiences, spiritual stimulation and holistic renewal in a historically vibrant and
architecturally sophisticated setting.

Return to town for lunch, then visit Kuang Si Waterfalls, stopping at
a Hmong and a Khmu Village en route. Most of these villagers are
farmers and fishermen and still employ centuries-old methods. Our
visit allows insight into the daily life and culture of rural Laos. At the
waterfalls, enjoy a walk to the many-tiered natural bathing pools and
take a dip, if you like. On the way back to town, stop in at a project
focusing on the rehabilitation and conservation of Asian bears.

DAY 11 PAK OU / LUANG PRABANG
We will start the day by driving to the Pak Ou Caves, a mystical
pilgrimage site perched above the river. Peering into dark corners, your
eyes adjust to reveal the serene faces and figures of more than 3,000
Buddha images, some inlaid with semi-precious stones. That these
remain undisturbed in this remote site in one of the world’s poorest
countries is a testament to the devotion of the people. Return to Luang
Prabang by long tail boat, stopping along the way to visit villages and
have a picnic lunch.

Enjoy some free time to explore Luang Prabang independently. Then
reconvene for a memorable Lao dinner.
Overnight at Sofitel Luang Prabang (B,L,D)

DAY 13 LUANG PRABANG / SIEM REAP, CAMBODIA

Back in town, visit Wat Visun, well known for its collection of old
wooden Buddha carvings, and Wat Xieng Thong, with its gold leaf
interior. End the day at Ock Pop Tok, a Lao textile gallery and weaving
center. Chat with the owner while observing the silk-making process or
try your hand at making a simple dye from natural products.
Late this afternoon, join local villagers for a traditional baci ceremony.
Held to celebrate a special event, whether a marriage, a homecoming or
a departure, the ceremony centers on the ancient belief that the human
being is a union of 32 organs and a kwan (soul) that watches over each
of them. Since a wayward kwan is often the attributed cause of an illness
or bad fortune, the chants specific to the baci ceremony call the kwan
back to the body from wherever it may be roaming and re-establishes
equilibrium. At the end of the ceremony, the village elders wrap a white
cotton thread around your wrist, chanting an invocation to strengthen
the power of the blessings. Dinner will be at our hotel this evening.
Overnight at Sofitel Luang Prabang (B,L,D)

DAY 12 LUANG PRABANG & SURROUNDING AREAS

After breakfast we will learn about the town’s UNESCO World Heritage
status and its history while exploring its beautifully preserved Buddhist
temples, as well as Lanna, Thai and French colonial fusion architecture.
Meander through charming alleyways draped in flowers, discuss Buddhism
with temple monks and soak up the serene ambiance. Visit the former
Royal Palace, now the National Museum, where the Lao royal family lived
until 1975. Its collection includes lovely murals of Lao life in shimmering
mosaics and oils, and gifts from heads of state. Visit Wat Mai, with its
elegant five-tiered roof and delicately painted gold interior bas-reliefs.
Finally, climb Phousi Hill to view the Mekong and mountains beyond.
We will dine as a group at L’Elephant Restaurant for lunch and then
transfer to the airport for the flight to Siem Reap, Cambodia.
Upon arrival, check into our hotel and then reconvene for dinner and a
Cambodian classical dance performance at Aspara Terrace.
Overnight at Raffles Grand Hotel d’Angkor (B,L,D)
Siem Reap’s most prestigious address, this historic colonial-era property exudes a sense
of drama and celebrity chic. It has been gracefully restored to the former glory that W.
Somerset Maugham enjoyed while scribbling insightful musings on the human condition.

Early risers will have a chance to witness a moving ritual as long lines
of barefoot monks walk silently along the streets on their morning alms

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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at their school. Then board a wooden boat for a ride on Tonle Sap,
known as Cambodia’s “Great Lake.” Float by schools, markets and
police stations all built within the lake and observe the typical
local activities.
Next, make the scenic drive to Banteay Srei, the “Citadel of Women.”
This complex houses some of the finest and best-preserved examples of
classical Khmer bas-relief—the walls are densely covered with some of
the most beautiful and intricate carvings of any Angkorian temple. The
temple’s relatively small size, pink sandstone construction and ornate
design give it a fairyland ambiance.
Reconvene as a group for drinks at the gallery of John McDermott, often
referred to as Angkor’s Ansel Adams, before a wonderful farewell dinner.
Overnight at Raffles Grand Hotel d’Angkor (B,L,D)

DAY 16 HOME OR EXTEND

Ta Prohm

DAY 14 SIEM REAP / ANGKOR THOM / TA PROHM
Today, begin exploring the Khmer ruins of Angkor. These incredible
monuments are on par with the Great Pyramids or Machu Picchu as a
testament to the greatness of a continent’s lost empire. Henri Mouhot,
the 19th-century French explorer who is credited with rediscovering the
ruins after hundreds of years of neglect, declared in awe that the Angkor
complex was greater than anything left to us by ancient Greece or Rome.

Before being transferred to the airport, if you would like to do some
shopping, an optional visit to Le Artisans D’Angkor can be arranged.
This organization’s purpose is to educate young Cambodians in the
skills of woodcarving, stone carving, lacquer ware and silk weaving, and
provide them with a livelihood by marketing their products.
Fly home or begin a wonderful customized private extension.

Begin the morning with an optional sunrise visit to Angkor Wat. Then
return to the hotel for breakfast.
Begin our in-depth touring with a visit to the Bayon Information Center,
which features wonderful interpretive displays. An expert from the Bayon
Center will explain the restoration work currently going on at Angkor.
Then visit the royal city of Angkor Thom with the Bayon at its center.
From afar the temple seems a shapeless jumble of stone, but closer
scrutiny reveals huge enigmatic faces, content and serene, looking in
every direction with eyes nearly shut. Continue your exploration with a
visit to the Terrace of the Elephants, which served as a platform from
which to view the victorious returning army. Then explore the Terrace
of the Leper King, with its labyrinth of elaborately carved narrow stone
passageways.
Take a tuk-tuk (auto-rickshaw) ride around Ta Prohm. This jungleclad temple replete with overgrown trees exudes a haunting, exotic
atmosphere. Huge, snaking roots push between the temple’s massive
stone blocks in a strange and beautiful embrace.
Return to the hotel and enjoy a relaxing evening to explore Siem Reap’s
restaurants on your own.
Overnight at Raffles Grand Hotel d’Angkor (B,L)

DAY 15 PREAH KHAN / TONLE SAP / BANTEAY SREI
This morning, visit Preah Khan with its labyrinth of grey, decaying stone
courtyards that are slowly being reclaimed by the jungle. Large kapok
trees extend limbs and roots throughout the carved stonework, while
raucous red-breasted parakeets screech and monkeys keep watch over the
surreal setting.
Then catch a glimpse of local, rural life by exploring Wat Bo Krum
village, located near the river. Meander around this exotic hamlet, enjoy
the peaceful scenery, chat with the villagers and laugh with the children

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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SEASONED EXPERTS
TOUR LEADERS

3. HOW DIFFICULT IS THIS TRIP?

Our hand-picked Tour Leaders are the best in the business, possessing
an unparalleled understanding of our destinations’ art, culture and
history. They also boast skills in one of the most important parts of any
trip—human interaction. That, along with their intimate knowledge and
enthusiasm, distinguishes our Tour Leaders from others in the industry.

This tour is an in-depth, but gently paced exploration. Some walking but
no required hikes. Hot, humid environment at times.

4. WHAT ABOUT THE WEATHER?
Indochina this time of the year is pleasantly tropical. There is generally
little rainfall, plenty of sunshine and temperatures range from 40-50
(°F) at night to the mid-80’s (°F) during the day. During cold spells,
temperatures in Hanoi/Ha Long Bay are often in the 40s—make sure
to pack a few extra layers.

“Our Tour Leader was an amazing human being. He was always
suggesting things to do and try. He anticipated anything we would need
or want and had the biggest smile and disposition to help. We could not
ask for a better person.”

5. SHOULD I EXERCISE BEFORE GOING ON
THE TRIP?
Most reasonably fit people will have no problem completing the activities
in this program. But the answer is yes. It is always good to begin a journey
in as good a shape as possible. It will contribute to your general well-being
and enjoyment of the trip. More important than your physical condition,
though, is a flexible attitude.

— Ximena and Mauricio A., Small Group Travelers, 2016

6. WHAT ABOUT SHOPPING IN INDOCHINA?

EXPERIENCE COUNTS
We have been running trips in Indochina for over two decades. We
pioneered this combination of activities when these countries were just
opening their borders, and have improved the itinerary each year. Our
expertise makes us the tour operator of choice in Indochina for the
American Museum of Natural History, and Harvard, Yale and Princeton
Alumni Associations, as well as discerning travelers.

Fantastic shopping opportunities abound. Purchase tailor-made clothing,
lacquer ware, original paintings, coffee, stone and wood carvings. Jewelry
and textiles are also favorites. Please buy cautiously: gemstones or
antiques may not be authentic. Please refrain from purchasing products
derived from endangered species.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1. WHERE DO WE STAY?
We stay in a combination of superb small boutique hotels and top-of-the
line international standard hotels. Size and location of rooms may vary
and room categories may differ depending on departure and availability.

2. WHAT IS THE GROUP SIZE?
We travel in small groups, between 6 and 18 participants. We strive
to provide the best possible travel experience and believe large groups
preclude an intimate cultural experience. Please note that we reserve
the right to add special guests to any departure, including those with the
maximum number of participants. If a group falls below 6 participants,
your Travel Expert will contact you to discuss your options—either
converting the itinerary to a Custom Journey or transferring your booking
to another Small Group Departure. Per our Terms & Conditions, we
cannot be held responsible for additional expenses (air ticket changes and
fees, visa fees, medical expenses, etc.) incurred by group members whose
trip is cancelled or re-scheduled for any reason. We strongly advise against
the purchase of non-changeable and/or non-refundable airfares and urge
you to purchase comprehensive travel insurance.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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THE FINE PRINT
INCLUSIONS

EXCLUSIONS

Guaranteed departures for all group trips with a minimum of
6 passengers.

All airfare. Estimates do not include current taxes and surcharges and
are subject to change without notice.

Twin-sharing accommodations. In the unlikely event that specified hotels
are not available for a given departure, we reserve the right to make
suitable same-class substitutions without notice.

Visas. It is your responsibility to obtain visas for Vietnam, Laos,
Cambodia and any additional destinations visited during your travels.
Please visit atj.com/visas for assistance.

Single Supplement: A single supplement must be paid under the following
conditions: 1. If single accommodations are requested, (once requested,
single supplement changes are not allowed without prior approval, or
penalties may apply) or: 2. If we cannot match you with a same gender
roommate, or: 3. If you reject your roommate either before or during the
trip (a room of your own is not guaranteed in this instance, and is subject
to availability).

All snacks, extra personal beverages & bottled water, etc. other than
during designated group meals.
Passport, video fees, excess baggage fees, laundry, medical and
evacuation expenses and any other items of a personal nature not
specifically included above.
Tips for your tour leader are not included but are greatly appreciated.
We suggest as a guideline the figure of $20 per person per day.

Meals as designated on the itinerary, when taken with the group. Nonalcoholic beverages, bottled water and local beer included with all group
meals. Bottled water included during all touring.
Airport transfers for group flights; all transfers to and from hotels for group
activities and sightseeing tours unless you separate from the group after the
completion of the group activity.
All tips for ground staff, drivers, and hotel porters, etc. (for groups of 6
or more) Members requiring special or additional services from ground
staff should plan to tip accordingly.
Entrance fees, camera fees, domestic and international airport departure
taxes for group flights, domestic permits.
Pre-departure materials, including a customized Travel Guide with
background information, packing list, cultural primer, medical information
and reading list.
A $300,000 Emergency Medical Evacuation policy, and a $5,000
Emergency Medical Insurance and Assistance policy.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742

ADDITIONAL INSURANCE OF ANY KIND, including trip
cancellation/interruption/delay, air ticket cancellation, additional
medical and lost baggage insurance. (We highly recommend that you
purchase these items!)
Any and all expenses resulting from delays arising beyond our direct
control due to weather, trail, river, sea, and/or road conditions; sickness;
government action; and any other transportation delays for any reason
beyond our direct control. Sufficient funds should be carried for this
possibility.
Credits may not be available for group arrangements missed
for the above reasons.
Optional activities, free-day activities, including any additional stopover
arrangements not specifically included in the group itinerary. We can of
course make additional arrangements for you. Extra charges will apply.
Note: Prices subject to change. All costs subject to change. Itinerary and all terms amd
conditions subject to change without notice, either before departure or after commencement
of the program. Due to frequent changes in air schedules and the complex nature
of this itinerary, the possibility does exist that the order of events may change from
what is reflected herein. All programs are subject to the ‘Terms & Conditions’ and
‘Responsibilities’ sections of our sign-up packet.
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BOOK YOUR INDOCHINA ADVENTURE

Mekong Delta

TRIP OVERVIEW
INTERNAL AIR
Prices are approximate and subject to change until ticketed.

INCLUDES
Lovely accommodations, expert tour leadership, most meals, medical
and evacuation insurance, etc. See Inclusions for complete list.

TRIPS AT A GLANCE
Departure
Date

Land
Cost

Internal
Air

Single
Supplement

Feb 14 - Mar 1, 2019

$9,475

$900

$3,465

Oct 31 - Nov 15, 2019

$9,475

$900

$3,465

INTERNATIONAL AIR
Please call our in-house air department for a current quote.

DESTINATIONS

BOOK YOUR TRIP

Vietnam: Saigon, Mekong Delta, Hué, Da Nang, Hoi An, Hanoi, Ha
Long Bay, Laos: Luang Prabang, Mekong River, Cambodia: Siem
Reap, Angkor

Call or email a Travel Expert to collaborate on creating
your custom trip of a lifetime.
travel@atj.com
800-642-2742

CUSTOMIZE IT
This journey can be made on a private basis around your dates for just
you, your friends or family. Or add on a private pre-trip or
post-trip extension.

TRAVEL SOLO
We have progressive policies for solo travelers joining our small group
trips. For details visit atj.com/group-trips.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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